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Commercial

Ideal choice for restaurants, hospitals, retirement 
communities and schools. 

Wherever you need to store large numbers of food 
cans, these can racks are just the solution you’ve been 
looking for.  They are designed to hold cans in the most 
space-efficient manner. Sturdy and mobile, they can be 
placed in the most accessible location or moved around 
your storage areas as needed. Since these models can 
hold both sizes of food cans, you don’t need to worry 
about having multiple racks to accommodate multiple 
can sizes.

Sturdy Aluminum Design
Made of all-welded, 1 1/2” aluminum tubing, they are 
built to take a beating in your commercial or  
institutional environment.

Loads from the Front or Rear
These can racks may be loaded from the front 
or the rear so your staff can utilize a first in, first 
out system for stock rotation. This is a great way 
to make sure that oldest food cans are used first, 
before they reach their best by dates, so your 
customers always receive the best-tasting food.

Angled Can Guides
Additionally, it features angled can guides with 
turned up ends that allow cans to roll to the front 
of the unit for easy access.

Ships Fully Assembled
These can racks ship assembled so that you can 
immediately start using it to organize your  
storage space.

CAN RACKS 
FOR #10 

AND #5 CANS
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Specifications

Casters

Item # Dimensions
L x W x H Capacity Assembled Casters Installation

Type Material Style

600CANRK162 35” x 25” x 71” 162-216 Cans Yes No Stationary Aluminum Full Size
600CANRK162M 35” x 25” x 71” 162-216 Cans Yes Yes Mobile Aluminum Full Size
600CANRK72AL 35” x 25” x 42” 72-95 Cans Yes Yes Mobile Aluminum Half Size

#600CANRK162
Full Size 
Stationary

#600CANRK162M
Full Size 

Mobile

#600CANRK72AL
Half Size 

Mobile

(4) 5” Swivel Casters 
600CANRK162M and 600CANRK72AL are mounted on (4) 5” swivel 
casters so that it can be rolled around your storage area. 2 of the  
casters have brakes that let you to lock it into place during loading  
and unloading.
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Specifications

#600CANRK72SS
With #1 Can 
Opener Base

#600CANSTN72
With #1 Can 

Opener and Base

Casters

Item # Dimensions
L x W x H Capacity Assembled Casters Installation

Type Material Style

600CANRK72SS 35” x 25” x 42” 72-95 Cans Yes Yes Mobile Aluminum Half Size
600CANSTN72 35” x 25” x 42” 72-95 Cans Yes Yes Mobile Aluminum Half Size

Half Size • Stainless Steel Top • Mobile

(4) 5” Swivel Casters 
600CANRK72SS and 600CANSTN72 are mounted on (4) 5” swivel 
casters so that it can be rolled around your storage area. 2 of the  
casters have brakes that let you to lock it into place during loading  
and unloading.

This unit comes with a Garde stainless steel #1 can 
opener base mounted on the top so that you can  

easily install Garde #1 Can Opener (#181COM1NB 
sold separately).  While the can opener does not 
come with it, this can rack is a great option if you 
already have a can opener and are just looking to 

upgrade your food can storage system!

This unit comes with a Garde stainless steel  
#1 can opener and it’s base mounted on the  

top so that you can keep your can opener in a 
convenient location for opening the cans you pull 

from storage! This can opener lets you use the 
top of the can rack as part of your prep area.


